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ABSTRACT
Sensor networks are emerging as the new frontier in sensing technology, however there are still
issues that need to be addressed. Two such issues are data collection and energy conservation. We
consider a mobile robot, or a mobile agent, traveling the network collecting information from the
sensors themselves before their onboard memory storage buffers are full. A novel algorithm is
presented that is an adaptation of a local search algorithm for a special case of the Asymmetric
Traveling Salesman Problem with Time-windows (ATSPTW) for solving the dynamic scheduling
problem of what nodes are to be visited so that the information collected is not lost. Our
algorithms are given and compared to other work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless distributed sensor networks has been identified as a major tool in collecting
information. This has fostered the emergence of small, low-power, distributed sensors. Such
devices can be deployed in large numbers within an area to form sensor networks to coordinate in
performing higher-level tasks, enabling them to measure and ascertain a wide range of aspects of
an environment in extraordinary detail. With this ability, we have seen a large increase in sensor
network research and development allowing technological advances in this emerging technology
and the emerging applications [2, 3]. Applications of sensor networks include many prospective
areas, such as military applications, environmental monitoring, search and rescue [1], structural
maintenance, data collection in hazardous environments, hospitals and security surveillance
applications [5, 6]. In particular, one application of using mobile robots coupled with sensor
networks to complete a wide range of tasks has been a growing area in the sensor network field.
In this paper we present the initial formulation of a solution to solve the problem of data
collection within a sensor network. We consider a mobile robot, or a mobile agent, traveling the
network collecting information from the sensors themselves, therefore reducing the energy
consumption used when transmitting sensed information and eliminating possible node failure
due to battery depletion. A novel algorithm is presented that is an adaptation of a local search
algorithm for a special case of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem with Time-windows
(ATSPTW) for solving the dynamic scheduling problem of what nodes are to be visited so that
the information collected does not overflow their onboard memory storage buffer. We also
consider minimising the cost of traveling to these sensors in the network so that the schedule, and
the path, is optimised. Related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 provides our problem
statement. Our mobility algorithms are presented in Section 4, followed by some initial results
and conclusions are in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.
2. RELATED WORK
There is still a wide assortment of issues that need to be addressed for this technology to be
viable; the most pressing of these is reliable data collection. The ad-hoc multi-hop network
framework formed by the sensors is the usual method for communicating to a base station over
the network. This method is a practicable, and sufficient technique for data transfer, however, it
causes a bottleneck within in the network. In the multi-hop method nodes that are closer to the
base station relay information from outer nodes, this cause's inhomogeneous depletion of the
network. The nodes that are closest to the base stations deplete their energy source first, causing
the network to disconnect and for all practical purposes the data is lost.
Few researchers have proposed that a mobile node as a solution to the problem of data collection
within a sensor network. One such solution is [7]. Pereira et al proposes using a potential field
theory to navigate an environment for data collection. The robot navigates the environment by
being attracted to the sensors in its path via their potential function. The properties and strength of
the potential field changes depending on the amount of information stored in the sensor. This
allows the robot to choose a path depending on the amount of sensor data, and therefore the more
attractive it is. In the work on iMobif [10], Tang et al states that the mobility strategy could be
used to reduce energy consumption, recover and repair disconnected topology by using the
mobile node as a relay within the network, and increase sensor surveillance. They propose that,
iMobif, a dynamic flow-based framework, coordinates node mobility to optimise the
consumption of energy and maximise system lifetime in wireless sensor networks. However, this
approach uses network topology and energy to determine what nodes need to serviced.
The idea of scheduling the movement of the collector has been proposed by [8, 11, 12, 13, 14]
and [15]. One such method is a "data mule" by Jea et al [15]. Data mules act as data carriers
within the network; they collect data opportunistically from the sensors. A similar notion where
controlled mobility was implemented was in [14]. A mobility-assisted approached was used to
efficiently deliver data is a sparse sensor network. These message ferries provided
communication within the network and utilised a non-randomness movement to help deliver data.
Tirta et al [11] presents three different scheduling options for the mobile collector movement,
Round-Robin, Rate-Based, and Min Movement. The sensed information is stored at a cluster head
and the different scheduling options are examined to determine what method is selected based on
their performances. Kansal et al [13] determines a key challenge in sensor networks is the
sustainability of the network at the desired performance level. They envision controlled mobility
can improve resource limitations and improve the operation of the system according to
deployment demands.
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a network of sensors operating in an area all sampling at different rates. Each of
these sensors has a known, finite, memory for storing the information sensed. A Mobile agent,
shown in Figure 1, can act as data collectors, visiting nodes to collect the data before their buffers
are full. Once the mobile agent comes in contact with the desired sensor, the data is transferred
from the sensor to the mobile agents' memory, therefore emptying the sensors buffer. Since the
sensor are sampling at different rates, some nodes will need to be visited more frequently than
others. If the sensors buffer overflows, no new information can be obtained, rendering the sensor
useless. A scheduling problem develops when what schedule should the mobile agent take so that
there is no data loss due to buffer overflow. In addition, the node tour that the mobile agent
should take should be optimal so that there is minimal energy expenditure from both sensors and
the mobile agent.
Figure 3.1: A Mobile Agent usedfor data collection
4. MOBILE AGENT MOBILITY ALGORITHMS
In this section, we discuss an efficient algorithm for mobile data collection. The algorithm
takes a snap-shot approach. At each "snap-shot", we implement a local search algorithm for
finding the approximation to the shortest route for the mobile agent. The problem is a special case
of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem with Time-windows (ATSPTW), with an earliest
release time of 0 for all sensor nodes and latest release time being the latest possible data
collection time before the sensor runs out of memory spaces.
We use a directed graph G = (V, A) to represent the network, with V the set of sensors and A the
set of sensor connections. We use Cjk to denote the basic cost of travel from sensor j to sensor k,
and use Sjk to denote the weighted cost of travel from sensor j to sensor k. The weight cost is
convex function of the deadline gap and the basic cost of travel, given by:
Sjk =a 5k+ (I -a)cjk, for 9 = (ak -dk)+ (4.1)
Where ak is time of arrival of sensor k, 0 < a < 1, and q > 1. The parameter a is chosen using a
fuzzy logic approach in which a high value is used when the deadline restriction is violated thus
giving a higher priority to the satisfaction of the deadline restrictions and a low value is used
when the deadline restriction is observed for all sensors thus giving a higher priority to the
finding of a route with smaller basic costs. The mobile routing algorithm is given below.
ALGORITHM: Efficient Mobile data collection
Step 1. Initialization
a) Set unvisited list L-V
b) Implement local search on set L (according to the local search algorithm
described in Section 4.2)
c) Obtain visit sequence (11, 12,... ,lv)
Step 2. Repeat until L=0 (i.e. all sensor nodes are visited).
a) Visit first m sensors in sequence, for m<n predetermined, i.e. visit 11, 12,... ,lm
b) SetL=L\ ll,l2,...,lm I
c) Update weighted cost (according to the fuzzy logic approach described in
Section 4.1), sjk' for all (i,j) e A such that i,j e L
d) Implement local search on set L (according to the local search algorithm
described in Section 4.2)
e) Obtain visit sequence (11, 12,.-.,ILI)
LStep 3. Stop procedurel
Figure 4.]. Efficient Mobile data collection Algorithm
4.1 Fuzzy Weighted Cost Decision
In this algorithm, the determination of the weight, depends on what value of a is given. For
example, if the value of alpha is large (a > 0.5), a higher priority to closer deadlines is given, if
small (a < 0.5), higher priority is given to closer nodes, cost is at a minimum. This bounded the
problem by only giving a crisp set to the weight of the node; either it was selected on its deadline
or the cost of travelling to the node. The solution we propose it using a "Fuzzy weighted cost
decision" by varying the alpha according to the values of their deadlines and costs combined,
therefore allowing for a dynamic weight to be applied. This cost involves other parameters such
as bandwidth, movement energy consumption and battery life. This differs from the cost in
Section 4.2 which takes into account the cost of the entire system. This algorithm is designed to
give weights to the nodes which reflect their true status in the system. No precedence is given
according to just their deadline or the travelling cost. This weighted cost is allocated according to
a set of rules that use fuzzy logic to determine the best a value and therefore the weight of the
given node. This weighted cost is based on the concepts described in [16] and [17].
4.2 Local Search Algorithm
The local search algorithm is given as follows.
ALGORITHM: Mobile routing on sensor node set L
Step 1. Initialization
a) Set counter s = 1
Step 2. Sensor ordering
a) Arrange sensors according to ascending order of weighted cost (Let the
resulting sequence be q=(l1, 12,... ,lILI) )
b) If q is a feasible solution, go to Step 4
c) Else goto Step 3
Step 3. Constructing feasible solutions
a) For allj=1,...n-s
i. Swap order of visit of sensors ij and ij+l and obtain new sequence q',
where I'J=ll+ and VI'+1=lj
ii. If q' is feasible, set q<-q' and goto Step 4
b) Set s<-s+ 1 and goto Step 3 until s=n-1
Step 4. Improving overall visiting cost
a) For all sensors (j, k) E L
i. Swap the order of visit of the sensors and obtain new sequence q',
where I'J=k and l'k=lj
ii. If overall visiting cost reduces and q' is feasible, set q<-q' and goto
Step 4
iii. Abort if iteration count reaches a predetermined value.
Step 5. Stop procedure
Figure 4.2. Local search Algorithm
5. LOCAL SEARCH PREFORMANCE MEASURE
In this section we report some of the some preliminary results obtained in our initial testing of
the local search algorithm with different node sizes. The dataset used for these experiments was
obtained from previous work in [4]. In Table 1 we have a sample of the experiments carried out.
This table shows a sample size of nodes, the number of possible connections and the obtained
objective cost. The calculation time is also shown. In this experiment, only the evaluation of the
local search is preformed. For a better insight to this algorithm, we take a look at how the number
of nodes relate to the objective cost.
Number of nodes Number of connections Objective cost time (sec)
19 342 226 0.61
19 342 221 0.62
125 15500 1162 2.13
125 15500 1187 2.08
201 40200 1442 3.02
201 40200 1534 3.24
231 53130 1731 3.6
231 53130 1845 3.48
Table 1. Nodes sample size, possible connections, objective cost and time
Time (sec) v's Number ofnodes Although these are initial experiments,
the number of node to be sampled is a
250 crucial factor in this work. As the
sample size increases, the objective cost
200 increases and the mobile agent will start
to have nodes deadline failure. We can
150 see in Figure 5.1 shown the results of
00 _ the completion time for the algorithm.
100 - If n < 27 the computation time is under
1 second, this allows a quick response
50 time and a higher success rate, therefore
a lower objective cost. This is important
0 0 due to the energy used by the mobile
0 5 10 15 20 25 agent. As the objective cost gets lager,
Time (Sec) --time (sec)] the energy required increases, so the
Figure 5.1. Time verses Number ofnodes lower the energy requirement, the more
optimised it is. This is why the "snap
shot" is far more optimal that other proposed methods of scheduling. In other methods, such as
[8], used an Integer-Linear-Programming (ILP) to solve the whole problem for the entire
networked nodes. In our approach, we reduced the nodal number decreasing the complexity of the
problem and therefore decreasing the objective cost of the mobile agent. For all problems
attempted, our algorithm managed to solve the problems optimality within a rather short
computation time. Our initial experiments are proving that this method can provided a dynamic
scheduling method that is fast, there is no data loss due to sensor failure, and allows the mobile
agent, and the sensor network, to conserve energy and perform longer in real life situations.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a mobile agent mobility algorithm to solve the problem of efficient data
collection in a sensor network. Using a mobile agent is a feasible method to collect data from
sensor nodes without their buffers overflowing. This method prevents the network from loosing
data due to communication sensors failing under the high demand of the ad-hoc multi-hop
network framework formed by the sensors. This method causes a bottleneck within in the
networked sensors and causes failure. We showed that a scheduled technique could be used to
collect the data from the sensors themselves, by implementing a local search algorithm for
finding the approximation to the shortest route for the mobile agent based on a fuzzy logic
weighting for the sensor nodes.
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